
Capitalization

There are a few basic rules that tell us when we should capitalize the first letter of words.

Rule 1: Always capitalize the pronoun “I”.

Rule 2: Always capitalize the first word of every sentence. Notice how the first letter of

the first word is capitalized in all of these sentences? That’s the rule!

Rule 3: Always capitalize proper nouns and words derived from proper nouns.

Proper nouns are names of specific people, places or things. There are many different

categories of proper nouns but here are a few of the most common:

(A) Names: If we write a letter to the president, Barack Obama, we want to make sure

we capitalize his name.

(B) Titles: We’d also start the letter off “Dear Mr. President,” since we capitalize

people’s titles. This is always the rule for “Mr.,” “Mrs,” “Ms.,” or “Dr.”

However, it gets a little trickier in the case of titles like “President,” “Principal,”

“Dean,” etc. In general, we will always capitalize these titles when they come before

a person’s name.

For example: President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden.

If they don’t come directly before a person’s name we don’t capitalize the title.

For example: “Barack Obama, our president,” or “my doctor, Dr. Jim Steward,

told me to exercise more regularly.”

When I refer to “my doctor” or “our president,” I am talking about a person’s



general occupation, and general occupations are not capitalized. However, I write“Dr.

Jim Steward’ because that is Jim Steward’s official title and it comes directly before

his name.

(C) Places: We capitalize the name of any place that has an official, publicly recognized

title.

For example, if we’re writing the address for our letter to Barack Obama, we want

to be sure we send the letter to the White House, since that is the official name of

the place where he lives. We are not just sending it to any old house that happens

to be painted white!

• Streets: The White House is located on Pennsylvania Ave. We capitalize the

street name because it is a specific street.

• Cities: The White House is in Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C. is capitalized

because it is a specific place, and all cities and states are capitalized. D.C.
stands for District of Columbia, and since we shorten it to ‘D.C.’ we keep those

letters capitalized.

• Countries: We also could include the United States on the address for our

letter.

(D) Nationalities and Languages: Languages and nationalities are always capitalized.

For example: “Barack Obama is American and speaks English.

(E) Businesses/Organizations: Because they are specific establishments, we capitalize

the names of businesses or any specific organization. For example, we write the

United Nations because it’s a specific organization. Or we say we’re going to Staples

to buy pens or Dunkin’ Doughnuts to buy coffee.

However, note the difference in capitalization in the following sentence: ‘I’m going

to Staples to buy staples.’ Why do we capitalize the first ‘Staples’ but not the second

‘staples’ in this sentence? In the first case we’re talking about a specific business and

in the second case we’re talking about staples as a general object.

Rule 4: Always capitalize the days of the week and months. For example: Today is

Tuesday, December 17th.



Exercise 1: Determine which of the following words should be capitalized and rewrite
them when necessary. Assume that the words are NOT at the beginning of a sentence.

1. daniel

2. shoe

3. apple (the fruit)

4. apple (the company)

5. i

6. we

7. mount everest

8. mountains

9. philadelphia

10. july

11. north dakota

12. mrs. moore

13. lady

14. road

15. 6th avenue

16. the department of defense

17. chinese

18. brother

19. lungs

20. hudson river

21. trees

22. mexico



23. wednesday

24. politician

25. senator gillibrand

26. person



Exercise 2: Read the following passage and correct the capitalization mistakes. Look
back to the rules above and when in doubt, think about whether a specific thing, place,
or person is being written about, or if it is instead a general category of things that is
being referred to.

I was walking down dean street on friday, june 12th, when i met a strange man. he was

wearing a Blue scarf and some pointy leather shoes. As i approached him, i saw that he

was standing right in front of my Neighbor mrs. levitt’s house and staring at the sidewalk

in deep contemplation. because he seemed so strange, I was planning on walking straight

past him and continuing on to key food where I was headed to buy some Eggs and Coffee.

However, before I could sneak by Him, he suddenly turned and grabbed onto my north

face jacket. ‘please, i beg you!’ he wailed, ‘don’t leave me here all alone to perish!’ ‘what?’

i admit i was pretty stunned and at a loss for Words. ‘i will tell you, sit by me,’ the

odd man had slumped against mrs. levitt’s stoop and was tugging at my pant leg. ‘Oh

well, you see, I’m meeting my Fiancé emily for coffee at that little Coffee Shop on atlantic

avenue and I really don’t have time. She’s actually terribly sick, my Fiancé, so I have to

take her to a Doctor. Immediately, in fact. right away. she has a rare form of the Flu. It’s

really life-threatening and contagious, so i have to go before she contaminates everyone

in brooklyn. bye bye, i’m sorry I couldn’t be of more assistance.’ But as i turned to run

away, i found i could not move from the Spot where I stood. The Insane Man had wrapped



himself around my leg and was hanging on like a Leech. ‘you must help me. I cannot let

you go until you help me return to my home. I must see my sister marie again before she

goes to the convent and becomes sister marie. Please help me return. I live in france, in

the small town of chamou, where a River runs by the Church and the Grass is always the

color of limes.’


